Stephen Hillenburg
Marine Science Research Award
2024

Scholarship Amount: Two to four awards, $2,000 to $4,000 each.

Who May Apply: Full-time graduate or undergraduate students with at least two semesters remaining to complete degree requirements.

The Application: Complete and send the attached application on or before January 26, 2024.

Basis for Scholarship Award: The Stephen Hillenburg Marine Science Research Award will be awarded based on a research proposal and academic excellence, as judged by the Awards Committee. The award recognizes students conducting creative research who may “think outside the box” in developing and applying innovative approaches to address important ecological and societal questions. Marine science research including film, video, and illustration may also apply. Academic promise will be demonstrated by scholastic achievement in at least two consecutive semesters of enrollment at Cal Poly Humboldt and by letters provided by two faculty members familiar with the academic achievements of the applicant. Potential or promise for a productive career in some aspect of marine science will be considered.

Application period: Applications must be submitted no later than January 26, 2024.

I never imagined that I’d end up in animation, but marine biology and art collided, and here we are!

-- Stephen Hillenburg